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Abstract 
In this paper, an enhanced joint synchronization model for Gaussian Mean Shift keying (GMSK) modulation has been 
developed for low signal to noise ratio GSM system. The proposed joint synchronization model applies the enhanced symbol 
timing offset (STO), carrier frequency offset (CTO) and carrier phase offset (CPO) measurement model for GMSK scheme. 
Further, to strengthen the proposed synchronization measure, especially for high data rate GSM receiver unit, symbol-by-
symbol (SBS) decoding scheme has been introduced. The implementation of the proposed joint synchronization scheme with 
Global System of Mobile Communication (GSM) has exhibited low bit error rate even at the SNR of 10dB, which affirms its 
employability with real time systems. 
Keywords: GMSK Joint Synchronization, GMSK Modulation, SBS decoder, Low SNR GSM Synchronization.  
 
1 Introduction 
The robustness and multi-service capability of Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) has enabled it as a 
dominating technology for 3rd and 4th generation communication requirements1. Enabling low cost GSM devices, the 
efficient performance even at low SNR is of paramount significance. These motivations have encouraged research 
societies to develop certain effective systems for GSM and GMSK enabled modulation technique is one of these 
research initiatives which can enables optimal GSM performance at lower SNR environment. GMSK, being one of the 
dominating modulation techniques represents the MSK modulation group, in which the phase of the carrier changes 
persistently by means of a Gaussian filter shaped antipodal signal. The constant envelope enables it to avoid 
vulnerability in major fading channel. On the other hand, symbol-by-symbol (SBS) demodulation2 and its robustness 
towards enabling efficient decoding applaud it to be considered for GMSK system. Furthermore, designing an efficient 
demodulator requires optimal synchronization scheme2. Unlike major existing feedback based synchronization schemes 
in which hang-up is the main issue4, our proposed feed-forward synchronization alleviates this issue significantly. A 
feed-forward synchronization approach4 has been developed in4, but still it could not apply narrow-band GMSK 
because of degraded performance5. Another effort was made3 for joint frequency and timing recovery, but was 
succumbed of time lag problem3,6. Considering very limited researches on synchronization optimization for GMSK, 
particularly to be used with low SNR GSM scenario, in this paper a novel joint synchronization scheme with SBS MAP 
based demodulator has been proposed. The simulation results affirm that the proposed system can be a potential 
candidate for GSM system. 
The other sections are divided as follows. Section 2 discusses the GSM system model, which has been followed by the 
proposed joint synchronization scheme in Section 3. Section 4 represents the symbol-by-symbol demodulation scheme 
and the result and its discussion is given in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the overall conclusion and future scope. The 
references used are mentioned at the last of manuscript. 
 
2 GSM System Model 
In our proposed approach, the burst mode transmission has been considered for GSM system where the individual data 
block has been assigned with 260 random bits. These generated random bits have been fed as the input to the channel 
encoder, which has been followed by interleaving process. Once performing interleaving in GSM system, the 
interleaved data has been applied for multiplexing in which multiplexer subsequently divides incoming interleaved data 
sequence so as to construct the normal burst of the GSM system. We have used a 26 bit training signal to support burst 
mode data transmission. The burst data has been fed to the GMSK modulator where input burst data is encoded so as to 
construct Non Return to Zero (NRZ) data sequence. This NRZ data has been applied for the modulation purpose. In 
GMSK modulation scheme the outcome is obtained in the form of a complex baseband signal. The obtained baseband 
signal carries real as well as imaginary signal components. Considering ease of implementation and the GSM standard 
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(GSM 05.05), we have applied four samples per bit data that signifies the oversampling rate of 4 (OSR=4). Considering 
the real time application scenarios, we have used a combined Gaussian a Rayleigh fading channel for simulation. 
 
In case of GMSK demodulation, at first the data burst has been received using downlink simulation in the form of a 
complex baseband signal. The most probable bit sequence has been retrieved at the demodulator the most probable data 
has been retrived the received data sequence, training bits, OSR, and the filter (receiving filter) length . Thus the 
demodulated data has been used as the input to the demultiplexer that splits input sequence to retrieve real data bits and 
releases additional components such as control and training bit sequences. Retrieving the real data bits by means of 
demultiplexing, a symbol by symbol (SBS) decoder has been applied that reconstructs the original signal. To achieve an 
optimal performance, in this paper, a joint synchronization mechanism has been developed in conjunction with SBS 
MAP decoder to reconstruct error free data. The discussion of the proposed synchronization schemes is given in 
following sections. 
 
2.1 GMSK Modulator 
The fixed envelop modulation and higher bandwidth efficiency enabled it to be used for GMSK modulation to be 
especially incorporated with GSM systems (B=0.3). Before discussing synchronization, the briefing of the GSM 
receiver architecture is important and hence the following section discusses the GSM receiver signal model followed by 
the proposed joint synchronization phenomenon.  
 
2.2 GSM Receiver Signal Model 
In GSM system, the received baseband signal envelop is retrieved as  

 (1) 

where  refers the carrier frequency offset, signifies the carrier phase offset (CPO) while the symbol time offset 
(STO) is given by . Here,  represents the noise in the fading channel with real as well as imaginary signal 
components having dual-side power spectral density (PSD) . Here represents the energy per symbol. 
On the other hand, the transmitted signal  can be presented by 

 (2) 

where  signifies the information bearing period and = is the data symbols with 
equal probability of . s and state the symbol period and modulator phase pulse respectively. To calculate 
STO, CTO and CPO,  during nth period is given by10. 

 

(3) 

 
and . 

 
(4) 

Using (2), the baseband signal  can be presented as  

 

(5) 

Here, the apparent values of  can be . We have initiated assuming that there is no 
transmission during  and . The signal  has been split into the summation of amplitude 
modulated pulses in two distinct dimensions with individual pulse shaping filter  and . Mathematically, it 
is obtained as  for  and  for . 
Here,  signifies the following conditions: 

 

 
(6) 

For GMSK signals, , a frequency pulse signifies the output of the convolution of a Gaussian low-pass filter (LPF) 
having a rectangular pulse during  and magnitude . Mathematically,  
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(7) 

where  signifies the 3 dB bandwidth of Gaussian LPF and .In our model,  is 

truncated with the interval of , which is later normalized as . In our GSM model, BT=0.3 and 

L=2.  The received signal  in discrete form is:  

 

 
(8) 

where,  represents the received signal sampler, is the noise component at = , N gives OSR value 

and represents the sampling period. Now, with the above discussed GMSK demodulator, we have derived a 
joint synchronization scheme. The proposed synchronization approach is discussed in following sections. 
 
3 Joint Synchronization Scheme for Low GMSK Modulation  
This section discusses the proposed joint synchronization schemes and respective implementation strategies.  
 
3.1 Symbol Time Offset (STO) Estimation 
Unlike conventional MCM for MSK based GMSK, where it suffers performance degradation11, in this paper a novel 
burst transmission based feed-forward scheme has been developed. We have developed a modified STO algorithm to 
enhance GSM performance in low SNR condition. MCM employs the nonlinear combination of the delayed periodic 
baseband signals, which can be retrieved easily. To enable MSK signal synchronization, we have used fourth-order 
nonlinear transform, given by  

 (9) 
where  signifies the expectation function with  as an integer. For   is  

 (10) 

where and  signify noise and periodic signal, respectively.  can be derived as 

 
(11) 

 

(12) 

In our model, the timing information has been obtained using equation (10).  
In existing systems8, time offset has been estimated using combined periodic signals with individual m. However, it 
introduces gigantic complexity. To alleviate it, in this paper a simple correlation function with m = 2 has been applied 
and  has been processed using low pass filter (LPF), which results to better SNR and thus enables STO 
calculation. In our approach, a single (one) dimensional matched filter has been applied. The output of the one 
dimensional match filter has been applied for STO estimation. In our proposed scheme, the input has been given to the 
nonlinear transfer function that has exhibited better for STO estimation. The time synchronization has been performed 
using the following equation:  

 

(13) 

where  and  signifies phase processing and the observation period for synchronization.  
 
3.2 Carrier Frequency Offset Estimation 
Time synchronized received signal has been used for CTO estimation. Here, a preamble based CTO estimation model 
has been proposed for synchronization. Generally, in GSM system, the range of synchronization is expected to be broad 
enough for enable reliable performance even under dynamic conditions. In addition it enables hardware adaptability 
which can be of great significance for low cost GSM communication systems and Internet of Things (IoT) applications. 
In our proposed model, a maximum delay cap has been introduced (14).  

 

(14) 
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Unlike conventional approaches, in this research the traditional Fitz scheme has been modified to the sample level and 
the final sampling of the demodulated signal has been obtained as: 

 
 

(15) 

where  and .  is introduced due to the timing estimation error.  signifies zero-

mean noise. In our model, for precise time estimation, the influence of  has been ignored and thus the CFO 
has been retrieved as  

 

(16) 

where  signifies a variable less than   

 

 
(17) 

where  gives the CFO observation period.  
 
3.3 Carrier Phase Offset (CPO) Estimation 
CFO introduces phase rotation in (15), which can be avoided by applying  in (16). Exhibiting CFO the CPO 
estimation has been performed using 

 

(18) 

where  and  represents the real and imaginary components of the complex signal. In (18), θ signifies the 
phase synchronization period. The final demodulated signal is obtained as  

 (19) 

where  and .  

Typically, changes in accordance with the phase property and higher enables better phase estimation, provided 
that  is fixed during phase synchronization period. However, an inappropriate frequency measurement can lead 
residue CFO that as a result can cause change in phase over time. In such scenarios the phase synchronization period 

 is required to less than the logical processing time. We have introduced preamble and initial  has been calculated 
for further update during transmission.  
 
4 Symbol-by-Symbol Demodulation 
In this paper, we have applied the SBS Maximum a-priory (MAP) demodulation scheme, also called SBS MAP has 
been applied for signal demodulation and retrieval. In our proposed method, the sum of the products (SOP) of the 
weights of all the traces has been estimated using forward and backward recursion mechanism. The SOP of all the 
weights has been estimated across the trellis. In the proposed SBS MAP scheme a function called a priori symbol 
probabilities has been used as the input that eventually generates output by means of certain decision functions. Here, 
we have applied soft as well as hard decision functions for output generation. The iterative feedback based refined 
outputs and corresponding decisions enable better results in the successive phases. The implemented SBS MAP 
demodulator with the received sequence retrieves symbols, time, and the likelihood that certain data symbol was 
transmitted at a particular time. Estimating the probabilities of these values, we have applied soft and hard decision 
process to extract data bits. To evaluate respective performance, we have investigated soft as well as hard decision 
process schemes to decode the signals. The detailed discussion of the proposed system can be found in our previous 
manuscript9.  
 
5 Results and Discussion 
In this paper, an enhanced joint synchronization approach was developed for GMSK based low SNR GSM 
communication system. Implementing, the burst mode transmission with 260 bit each data block, the GSM modulation, 
and demodulation system have been developed while considering GSM 05.05 standard. Considering GSM 05.05 
standard, the parameters; BT=0.3, OSR=4, and  has been applied for simulation. The overall 
joint synchronization model, including GSM burst transmission (FDMA and TDMA based data generation), 
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modulation, STO, CFO, CPO estimation and demodulation etc have been developed using MATLAB2015b simulation 
tool. The bit error rate (BER) performance of the proposed GSM model is depicted in Fig. 1. Here, it can be found that 
our approach fulfills closely the standard requirement of 7dB as low SNR for mobile communication. The signal to 
noise per bit (Eb/No) is depicted in Fig. 2. To assess the effectiveness of the proposed system, we have compared our 
model with10 that has used Viterbi-adaptive equalization and Viterbi decoding technique. The performance comparison 
(Table 1) affirms that our proposed system outperforms existing work10. The comparative performance with soft and 
hard decision based decoding is given in Table 2. Here, it can be found that the BER for hard decision process is better 
than soft decision process (Table 2). 
  

 
Fig. 1- BER Vs SNR 

 
Fig. 2- BER Vs Eb/No 

Table 1- Bit Error Rate (BER) analysis 
SNR Bit Error Rate 

Existing [23] Proposed 
0 0.3032 0.0071 
1 0.2664 0.0064 
2 0.2263 0.0062 
3 0.1843 0.0054 
4 0.1424 0.0047 
5 0.1028 0.0042 
6 0.0683 0.0042 
7 0.0407 0.0041 
8 0.0213 0.0036 
9 0.0094 0.0035 
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Table 2 - Soft and Hard decision based decoding performance 
SNR BER for Decision Decoder 

Soft  Decision Hard Decision 
0 0.3527 0.0071 
1 0.3525 0.0064 
2 0.3522 0.0062 
3 0.3521 0.0054 
4 0.3520 0.0047 
5 0.3520 0.0042 
6 0.3519 0.0042 
7 0.3519 0.0041 
8 0.3517 0.0036 
9 0.3517 0.0035 

 
6 Conclusion 
In this paper, a novel joint synchronization approach was developed for GMSK modulation to be used for low SNR 
GSM network. The optimization in terms of joint synchronization using enhanced symbol time offset (STO), carrier 
frequency offset (CFO), and carrier phase offset (CPO) estimation has exhibited better performance even at low SNR 
GSM system. The Symbol by symbol MAP demodulation with hard decision process has also strengthened proposed 
system to deliver optimal results for minimal error rate even with low SNR, and Gaussian and Rayleigh channel noise 
conditions. These results affirm that the proposed system can be used for real time GSM communication utilities. It can 
significantly enable low cost GSM system to be used at low SNR network conditions. In future, the proposed system can 
be investigated for different packet size data communication and its respective robustness. Some other synchronization 
and decoding schemes can also be explored to enable optimal low SNR GSM solution.  
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